The following phishing or spam e-mail was received by members of the Bergen Community College on or around May 21, 2013. DO NOT click on any links and DO NOT respond to this email or any e-mail you suspect is a phishing attempt. As a reminder, Bergen Community College will never ask for personally identifiable information.

- From: "Keisha Harris" <keishah@nursing.upenn.edu>
- Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:52:52 PM
- Subject: Webmail Quota Warning!

Your Mailbox Has Exceeded its Quota Limit As Set By Your Administrator and from now on you cannot be receiving all incoming emails and also some of your outgoing emails will not be delivered. If you do not revalidate your account, Helpdesk will Deactivate your account. To Re-Validate:

<URL intentionally removed by ITS>

System Administrator